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(ta), "beat," "cause," or "power;" 13, rain (re), "flow," perhaps phonetic ; 
14, two faces opposed, "twins ;" 15, deer's head (tarka), "chief ;" 16, jar 
(pe), probably phonetic; 17, hare or rabbit, probably the moon; 18, water 
pot (a), "water," and used phonetically ; 19, two feet opposed, possibly 
" send ;" 20, a bundle, or scroll, perhaps "charm." These conclusions in 
many cases seem independently established by other considerations (see 
my previous paper on the "Hittite Language"), but we obtain several 
valuable hints by observing the signification of similar emblems in the 
other systems, and there is at least a possibility that they all really grew 
out of one primitive picture system which was invented by the Turanians 
in Asia. Among the most certain Hittite signs we may now enumerate 
those for "god," "country,'' "sun," "king," "female," "male,'' "bull," 
"lion," "chief" (Tarka), "sheep," "tablet," "flame," "have,'' "go," 
"house," "spirit,'' "water," "beat," "grow," "ship," "head," "flow," 
"majesty,'' "moon,'' "life,'' "power,'' "word," "tree," "twin,'' "snake," 
with the personal pronouns, case endings, plural, verbal ending (mak), 
adjective ending, and negative-as mentioned in my previous paper 
("Hittite Language "). The system is ideographic with phonetic addi
tions-or agglutinated particles-but apparently with very few, if any, 
determinatives, and the signs enumerated above as explicable amount 
to 60 in all out of 120, including all those most commonly found, ihe 
sound being known in 40 cases. 

C.R.C. 

KIRJAT H JEARIM. 

BY an oversight, which I fear is my fault, on page 113 of the "Names and 
Places," the claim of the Rev. A. Henderson to the identification of 
Kirjath J earim at 'Erma has been left unnoticed. In "Tent Work in 
Palestine" I proposed Soba, but Mr. Henderson convinced me that the 
border of Benjamin must have passed far south of the points then 
supposed to have been long since fixed. In 1881 I revisited 'Erma to 
ascertain the character of the site, and found (as noted in the Memoirs) 
that Mr. Henderson's view agreed well with local indications. A reference 
should be made in future editions to his papers, Quarterly Statement, 
January, 1878, p. 19, October, 1878, pp. 196-8. 

c. R. CONDER. 

THE CONDUIT NEAR THE POOL OF BETHESDA. 

HERR ScmcK, in his account of the Pool of Bethesda, describes the con
duit lately discovered on the north of the Birket Israel; he says it is "in 
some places covered with thi.:k flagging stones, in others with a kind of 
arch, consisting only of two stones placed in a slanting position one 


